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Abstract: The availability of new high-sedimentation rate cores taken off coastal Oregon provides the
opportunity to explore the apparent disparity in PDSI climate reconstructions and to develop highresolution paleoclimate records from the northwest Pacific. Analysis of pollen from the climatically
sensitive Pacific rainforest in conjunction with marine components of the same sediment samples will
provide terrestrial and marine data that will lead to a better understanding of drought variability in the
Pacific Northwest (an ENSO sensitive region) during the climatic fluctuations of the Medieval Climate
Anomaly (MCA) and the Little Ice Age (LIA).
Proposed Research: Regional changes in the hydrologic cycle impact terrestrial vegetation/agriculture,
water resource availability, and human habitability. In the twentieth century, megadroughts were the most
economically expensive recurring natural disaster in North America (Herweijer 2007). Gridded drought
reconstructions from tree rings have been developed for most of North America (Cook, Seager et al. 2007),
but causes of regional changes in the context of global climate change are still not completely understood.
Numerous archeological, marine, and terrestrial data from California (Stine 1994; Kennett and Kennett
2000; Fisler and Hendy 2008; Barron, Bukry et al. 2010; Hendy, Dunn et al. 2011; Heusser, Barron et al.
2011)(Fig. 1), local pollen and charcoal records from the Willamette Valley of Oregon (Walsh, Whitlock et
al. 2010) and marine pollen from Northwest Pacific coastal forests (Barron and Heusser 2007) (Fig. 2)
indicate that severe and persistent drought and warmth persisted during the MCA and that cooling and/or
increased precipitation characterized the entire Pacific coast from California (Ibid.) to Washington during
the LIA (Graumlich and Brubaker 1986; Heine 1998).
However, Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) maps from the MCA and LIA show strong
climatic contrasts between southern California and Oregon - extreme drought in southern California and
enhanced precipitation in Oregon and Washington ~951 A.D., and enhanced precipitation in southern
California and drought in Oregon ~1380 A.D. (Cook, Seager et al. 2007). Reconstructed surface
temperature patterns (~1400 to ~1700 A.D.) also show contrasting north-south anomalies along the Pacific
coast, with lower temperatures in California and warmer temperatures in Oregon during the MCA, and
slightly higher temperatures in Oregon and lower temperatures in southern California during the LIA
(Mann 2009). Differences between Pacific Northwest proxy climate data and climate reconstructions may
reflect methodology, e.g., number and size of the source data (Willamette Valley, Oregon sites range from
0.4 to 1.6 km2, and PDSI grids encompass ~7,700 km2). It is interesting to note that, despite the apparent
differences in drought reconstructions of the Pacific northwest, all the terrestrial and marine proxy data and
drought reconstructions support the role of the ENSO cycle in precipitation in the western U.S. Model
experiments concur with these observations - the tendency for a La Niña-like state during the MCA and an
El Niño-like state during the LIA (Mann, 2009).
The recent availability of Kasten cores taken close to the Oregon coast (A. Mix, pers. comm.)
provides an opportunity for very high-resolution reconstruction of regional drought variability and
temperature fluctuations in the Pacific Northwest, of the nature and timing of changes in waters offshore,
and of the role of the ENSO cycle during the MCA and LIA. The sensitivity of the coastal Pacific rain
forest - changes in diagnostic taxa such as redwood (Sequoia sempervirens), western hemlock (Tsuga
heterophylla), Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), oak (Quercus spp.) and alder (Alnus rubra) to orbital and
millennial climatic change - has been well documented (Herbert, Schuffert et al. 2001; Lyle, Heusser et al.
2010). High-resolution (on the scale of ~50-100 years, A. Mix. pers comm.) well-dated, directly correlative
terrestrial (pollen, charcoal, trace metals) and marine (sea surface temperature, stable isotope) data from the
new core will amplify and verify previous proxy climate results from coastal Oregon, and will document
Pacific northwest natural climate variability to aid understanding the role of climate mechanisms on the
Pacific west coast during the MCA and LIA.
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